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Security –
from GEUTEBRÜCK!

Information is good. The right information is even better.
Best of all is when the right information is always provided at just the right time. Nothing less and
nothing else. That's what GEUTEBRÜCK video security systems deliver and have been delivering for
more than 35 years. Intelligent systems, analog, hybrid or digital, that are focused on the customer's
needs and not following the latest fashion. Systems that ensure you can concentrate fully on the
task at hand, knowing that the video security system is doing its job.
That’s what we call security.
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Security wherever it is needed:
From the Meissen Porcelain Manufactory
to the ESA Spaceport in French Guiana

We’re your expert partner for security – worldwide!
From individual advice to the realisation of large international projects in
co-operation with our partners. We produce the ideal solution with our
flexible systems. Nothing more and nothing less.

What’s important for users is reliability and investment security.
| Systems from GEUTEBRÜCK offer a high level of innovation, combined
with continuity and stability.
| All our product generations are fully compatible with one another.
| Today’s hardware platforms already support tomorrow’s features.
| Our solutions are scalable, flexible and extendable.

competence
Because who knows today, what the demands of tomorrow will be?

Statistics
| Founded in 1970
| More than 200 employees worldwide
| Represented internationally through12 branch offices
| Satisfied customers and partners in more than 40 countries
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From the crowds in the Euro 2008 stadiums
to lonely photovoltaic plants in central Spain

competence
We protect value! This allows users to relax and concentrate on the actual task in hand. This might be
producing sustainable energy, because our systems ensure that the large solar parks in central Spain are
always secure and can be observed by the operator, despite isolated locations – and if there is no adequate
infrastructure, the data can also be transferred via satellite. Or it could be managing the cheering crowds
at the European Championships, because our technology is used in ensuring that only genuine fans are at
the match and the atmosphere remains friendly. – Because value can't always be measured materially.
GEUTEBRÜCK references:
National Banks
| European Central Bank, Germany
| Banque de France
| Russian Central Bank
| Bank of China

Finances
| Hamburger Sparkasse, Germany
| Banco Santander, Mexico
| La Poste, France
| Banco Bilbao, Spain

Culture
| Mueum Island, Berlin, Germany
| Museo Guggenheim, Spain
| Amber Room, St. Petersburg, Russia
| Louvre, France

Casinos
| Casino Baden-Baden, Germany
| Crown Casino, Australia
| HIT Casino, Slovenia
| Casino Leipzig, Germany

Logistics
| Forwarder DANZAS, Germany
| Logistics Centre Birkart, Germany
| Ras Tanura, Saudi Arabia
| Port de Marseille, France

Ressources
| Vattenfall, Germany
| Gas Natural, Spain
| Saudi Aramco, Saudi Arabia
| Gazprom Blue Stream, Russia

Trade
| Heinemann Duty-Free Shops
| Shopping Area, Petronas Twin
Towers, Malaysia
| Les Halles de Paris, France

Government
| Chancellor’s Office, Germany
| UN Domicile ‚Langer Eugen‘, Germany
| Japanese Embassy in Egypt
| Kremlin, Russia

Justice
| Forensik Bedburg-Hau, Germany
| Billwerda Prison, Germany
| Scottish Prisons, UK

Further references at: www.geutebrueck.com
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Video security for every need:
From analog to digital,
from image capture to system management

competence
Application:
Number plate recognition

We provide turnkey video systems from a single source – guaranteeing mature and reliable components, from
image capture and image processing right through to system management:
Image capture
| Video cameras, lenses and transmission components. Professional peripherals, analog and IP, standard and
megapixel, for seamless integration.
| Pan/tilt systems: Standard to high-speed, your needs decide.
| Lighting: Conventional IR illuminators to energy-efficient LED technology.

Our full range of products
can be found at:
www.geutebrueck.com

Image processing
| IP solutions
GEUTEBRÜCK IP solutions offer seamless integration and migration from analog to hybrid and on to pure IP systems.
Integrated solutions to meet everyone’s highest requirements,
from the user to the administrator.
| Hybrid systems
From the compact to the complex, from re_porter to GeViScope.
From the flexible hybrid recorder for professional applications
to the high-end system platform for security experts.
| Analog matrix systems
The command center for the flexible switching of video
signals between inputs and outputs. From small applications
(16 inputs – 16 outputs) to large installations (more than
4,000 inputs and 1,000 outputs).
| Video analysis
Expand the functionality of your security system with intelligent video analysis. From diagnostics and motion detection
to object classification and people counting.

System management and operation
| Video management systems
For perfect system integration with open interfaces, professional client-server security architecture, TCP/IP protocol and many other features.
| User interface and operator keyboards
From ergonomic operator keyboards for dedicated workstations to graphical user interfaces with map-based control of all system functions.
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Video security for every need:
From Business to Enterprise,
from re_porter to GeViScope
Analog, hybrid or digital – with GEUTEBRÜCK the decision is yours. Our focus is on your
information needs, not the technology. What image information should the system provide?
Our solutions make difficult technological decisions easy. They ensure seamless integration and seamless migration from analog to hybrid to pure IP systems. This guarantees
future-proof investments. Operation is uniform, irrespective of the technology, increasing the
security of the object

GeViScope
Enterprise Surveillance System
High availability hardware combined with high-performance software – the ideal solution for
security experts who want network-based systems but have very high demands. Lots of functions
all in one platform, image recording and a virtual matrix, analog and IP, standard and megapixel.
Intelligent video analysis qualifies the image content and generates alarms in critical situations.

GeViScope

competence
Although designed for different kinds of application, re_porter and GeViScope share
common features – because only the best was good enough for us.

re_porter
Business Surveillance System
Our flexible hybrid recorder for the digital storage and transmission of video signals - from
analog to IP, from standard to megapixel. The compact system with comprehensive functionality and top quality GEUTEBRÜCK technology.

re_porter

MPEG4CCTV – Video compression perfected for video security applications
Compression and decompression in real time with latencies below 120 ms. Outstanding image quality precisely when you need it. Relieves network infrastructure and
reduces storage requirements. Data export is password protected and absolutely
manipulation-proof for evidential quality documentation admissible in a court of law.
DSP technology
Digital signal processors with specially developed firmware deliver image processing
in real time and high levels of investment protection. Concentration on the important
image content reduces the data volume. New functions can be easily added.
Open interfaces and SDKs
In critical situations security staff need to concentrate - not on the technology, but on
the events as they occur - so that they can quickly evaluate the whole situation and
react appropriately. This is only possible with a comprehensive security system, where
all components are intelligently interconnected. Only then can all the relevant information be presented quickly and comprehensibly. This is why open interfaces are a part of
our philosophy. Our Software Development Kits (SDKs) are freely available and our
own development team provides you and your developers with support, from planning to implementation and testing.

competence
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From planning to commissioning

Development and production
Our hardware and software all come from the same source – we develop both the software and the specialist video hardware in-house and
combine these with selected third-party components. In our own production unit, our systems are manufactured to the highest standards,
with short communication paths ensuring perfect interaction between all components.
System manufacture
Our system manufacturing unit produces more than 100 tailor-made video systems per annum. These are assembled professionally and
tested thoroughly. Alarm switching, recording criteria, graphical interactive site plans etc. are programmed and set up in the
factory according to the customer’s wishes. This avoids time-consuming and unpredictable
commissioning costs. All systems undergo meticulous function
testing before final acceptance, which can
be done in the factory
if desired.

Assembly of individual
systems to the user’s
specification

It’s not just the technology that matters, but the information
requirements of the user.
We provide extensive support in analysing your individual security
needs. We take all possible environmental conditions into account
while using our skill and creativity to convert your requirements
into the video security solution which is perfect for you.
We are there to help you from the planning to the commissioning.
Planning
Detailed system planning ensures prompt delivery, efficient site installation and an easy commissioning process. Before production begins we
carefully clarify every detail and record these in the appropriate documentation – the materials schedule and the block diagram, the cabinet
design and the connection diagram.
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From Service to Training

Customer service
Whether on the end of a telephone or on site, our experienced customer service team
stands ready and prepared for any technical questions about our systems.
From the adjustment of system settings to support for commissioning, from specialist
repairs to advice on our technical hotline.
Training
Our training courses improve the specialist skills of all participants and give them more
confidence in dealing with customers. This provides all-round satisfaction.
The customer feels better understood, the employee is more confident in manner and
action and the company knows the right decision has been made. We have invested a
great deal of commitment and skill in setting up a training program which is tailored
to meet your precise needs. You will easily recoup the cost because your employee’s improved competence in planning and implementation will save you time and money.
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